
Good things come in blue. The sighting of blue jays, freshly picked blueberries, and allure of blue eyes. A solid investment is considered blue chip 

and of all nature-inspired colors, blue is the truest. Blue is the essence of inspiration and beauty. It can conjure up images that calm and relax us, or 

stir our spirit, creating renewed energy. Blue is where a cloudless sky meets the gently moving water on a warm, summer day. Transfixed watching 

sunlight dapple on the waves, changing the hue so subtly with every ripple, you can’t help but feel balanced and connected to nature. 

HARBOR BLUE INSPIRATION



Benjamin Moore HC154 
HALE NAVY

Benjamin Moore HC159 
PHILIPSBURG BLUE

Benjamin Moore HC156 
VAN DEUSEN BLUE

Benjamin Moore AF690 
METROPOLITAN

FLOORTEX FLOOR COATING IN HARBOR BLUE

POWDER COAT HARBOR BLUE

GREY SLATWALL

WHITE SLATWALL

HARBOR BLUE 
SLATWALL

BACKSPLASH STAINLESS STEEL DIAMOND PLATE

Benjamin Moore OC26 
SILVER SATIN

BENJAMIN MOORE COLOR PALETTE

HARBOR BLUE PALETTE



HARBOR BLUE

Harbor Blue is a perfect blend of all those blues, from cool slate to deep indigo and it’s the newest color exclusively available for your garage 

cabinetry, flooring and slatwall at Garage Living. The inspiration for Harbor Blue came from a weekend getaway surrounded by water, docks, and 

spectacular skies. Blue fit perfectly with the décor requirements of a year-round vacation home that’s meant to be a destination for relaxing. That the 

condo is located within a lakeside resort, the color choice, Harbor Blue makes even more sense.

INTERIOR DESIGN & DECOR
View the Harbor Blue garage gallery at garageliving.com



The Garage is the entryway in and out of our home. Why wouldn’t we want it to be as welcoming and stylish as any other part of our home, one that 

truly reflects our lifestyle? Bring style to your garage through color. That’s what led Garage Living to create luxury garage interiors with style, color, 

custom detail and function in mind. Think of the interior of your home; it requires furnishings, flooring, lighting and accessories. Just as we appreciate 

the luxury of a custom designed home, our garages are worthy of the same treatment. 

HARBOR BLUE INTERIOR DESIGN & DECOR
View the Driving Enthusiast’s garage gallery at garageliving.com


